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Introduction
Foxy Black Butts lives up to its name by bringing together some of the most beautiful big bottomed
black divas you�ll ever find in one place. If you�re into succulent round ghetto booty and get off
watching earthquaking rump shakers - these Ebony Babes are bringin' sexy back in a BIG way!

Adult Review
There�s enough high quality sex videos on this one porn site to keep your dick dating a different girl every day from now
until your retirement checks start rolling in. You�ll find a plethora of gorgeous gals with big black butts guaranteed to rock
your world. <br />  <br />  Foxy Black Butts also carries a few interracial movies and mixes in some sweet lesbians action
featuring a fudge-swirl of black and white performers who all share one thing in common... deep love for black ass! <br /> 
<br />  It�s very easy to navigate through the 100+ adult models on Foxy Black Butts. Each has her own galleries with
hundreds of sexy glamor shots. Some of the photos are repetitious and a small number of them are a little blurry but in
general they are high quality and worth browsing through, especially if you have a slower connection and are waiting for
videos to finish downloading. <br />  <br />  The updates seem to be on the average of two a week which is more than most
sites and when you add in all the Included Sites listed on the right side of this review... it works out to fresh hot porn for your
viewing pleasure every day of the week!<br />  <br />  If Foxy Black Butts was exclusive porn it would be one of the better
sites on the net. Just about the only drawback to the site is that the videos are non-exclusive so you may have seen some of
them somewhere else in the past. We are told they plan to start adding exclusive cuts in the near future and when that happens
this is a big ass black booty site that is definitely going to shift into overdrive!<br />  <br />  One of the nicest things about
the site is the scene lengths. Lots of porn sites go with short clips where the sex is jammed into a five or ten minute movie.
Foxy Black Butts brings you some scenes that go for damn near a full hour. That lets you really get into the action with
thundering black Babes who won't rush you... go ahead and take it slow if you wish.<br />  <br />  Each of the movies is
available in instant streaming Flash format or can be downloaded using their MP4 format which is compatible with your
Ipod, PC or PSP and the videos are all available in crystal clear high-def versions as well. Of course there�s always the
MPEG format that lots of old timers still prefer. No matter what method you may utilize to watch these porn movies, the size
and clarity is there... and its in enough formats that everyone can find one they like.

Porn Summary
What more can a pervert ask for? There are more than 140 models on Foxy Black Butts right now, with more updates right
around the corner. Anyone looking for high quality Black Babes gettin' boned will easily get enough sexual gratification on
this site to keep their testicals runnin' on empty for many months to come!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Foxy Black Butts Was A Great Site But It Was Sold And No Longer Updates'
Quality: 86  Updates: 50 Exclusive: 79 Interface: 84
Support: 88 Unique: 82    Taste: 84        Final: 77
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